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“… the fundamental requirement for success for any form of commercial gaming 
is a strong regulatory base to provide a strong environment, both legal and 
economic, which has the potential of attracting long-term financial capital, and 
which has the potential of generating a profitable environment for those 
operations.”   

        

       - William R. Eadington1 

 

                                                           
1 William R. Eadington, Indian Gaming and the Law (Reno: University of Nevada, 1990), at p. 158. 
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307. If warranted, the GM must report the results of investigations, to the Attorney General; and 
to BCLC, if the investigation is undertaken at the request of BCLC, or if the GM otherwise 
considers it appropriate to do so.157  

308. The various offences in the GCA are enumerated in section 97(2), and penalties are 
provided for in section 98. These penalties are in addition to any administrative sanctions 
imposed by the GM.158 The GM may also exercise restraint, detention and forfeiture 
powers.159 None of the offence provisions apply to BCLC and, as a result, GPEB is in the 
anomalous position of being a regulator without the power to enforce regulations against 
the most significant entity in B.C.’s gaming environment.  

308A. A former ADM / GM of GPEB states that the legislative drafter of the 2002 legislation 
indicated that, because BCLC was an agency of government, it should be treated differently 
than non-government agencies and that imposing a penalty on a government agency was 
inappropriate. As we shall see, Ontario has taken a different approach, which appears to 
work very well. There are also numerous examples of government agencies being subject to 
penalties by regulators, such as FinTRAC. 

309. The GCA does, however, require that BCLC, registrants and licensees immediately notify 
GPEB of any conduct, activity, or incident that may be contrary to the Criminal Code, the 
GCA or its regulations.  

SPECIAL PROVINCIAL CONSTABLES 

310. The B.C. Police Act160 provides that the minister may appoint suitable persons as special 
provincial constables for a specified term.161 GPEB investigators have all been appointed as 
special provincial constables. Section 9 of the Police Act reads:  

“Special provincial constables 
9 (1) The minister may appoint persons the minister considers suitable as special 
provincial constables. 
(2) A special provincial constable appointed under subsection (1) is appointed for the 
term the minister specifies in the appointment. 

                                                           
157 GCA, s. 81(4). 
158 Ibid., s. 99. 
159 Ibid., s. 82.3 and s. 83. 
160 RSBC 1996, c. 367. 
161 In practice, these appointments are made by the provincial Director of Police Services. Approximately 25 
provincial agencies and Crown Corporations employ Special Provincial Constables, whose duties vary from criminal 
to regulatory investigations, intelligence gathering and protective services. These roles include as fraud 
investigators (ICBC, WorkSafeBC, Income Assistance, Childcare and Healthcare); compliance and enforcement 
Investigations regarding consumer protection, film classification, financial institutions, securities/markets, gaming 
enforcement, liquor, etc. 
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Investigations at GPEB. He had also seen video of stacks of $20 bills being delivered to the 
cash cage at casinos. In addition, he was also aware that large cash buy-ins were taking 
place by women who described themselves as ‘housewife’. 

445. The story that aired included the following comment from Insp. Baxter: 

"We're suspicious that it's dirty money… The common person would say this stinks, 
there's no doubt about it… The casino industry in general was targeted during that 
time period for what may well be some very sophisticated money-laundering 
activities by organized crime." 

446. In response to the story, a spokesperson for River Rock observed that the summer had been 
unusually busy at the casino, "We had a lot of influx of tourism from Southeast Asia, from 
Mainland China." He also noted that it was not unusual for gamblers to walk into a casino 
with bags of $20 bills, "[A] lot of that money is people who have businesses here, who are 
taking the money out of their business and they're coming in and they're gambling."209  

447. FinTRAC files supported the fact that it had been busy at Lower Mainland casinos. While the 
dollar value of STRs filed with the federal agency from other provinces had remained the 
same or declined in the past year, from B.C. they had tripled.210 

448. After the story aired, the Minister responsible for gaming objected to Inspector Baxter’s 
comments and told the media that he had spoken with officials, who agreed that the 
position expressed by Baxter was wrong. Inspector Baxter was cautioned within the RCMP 
regarding his comments. To his credit and that of his staff, they continued to monitor the 
situation in casinos, however Baxter’s remarks would be the last public comment by an 
RCMP officer on any matter related to B.C. casinos, for a number of years.  

449. I interviewed the former Minister, who advised that after the media story aired, he decided 
to find out for himself if there was money laundering in casinos. He initiated a review and 
assigned the task to Rob Kroeker, then head of the Province’s Civil Forfeiture office. 

KROEKER REPORT 

450. Within a short period of time, Mr. Kroeker delivered his report, entitled, “Summary Review 
– Anti-Money Laundering Measures at BC Gaming Facilities” (Kroeker Report). It included 
recommendations for BCLC, GPEB and two long-term recommendations for the Province.  

451. Kroeker’s recommendations included “that BCLC accept law enforcement’s professional 
opinion that this activity is money laundering”. It also recommended that strategies be 
developed to reduce the use of cash in casinos, through the adoption of cash alternatives. 
These included debit and credit cards, cheques, and electronic funds transfers. Also 
recommended was the creation of an intelligence unit at BCLC, and training on STRs. The 

                                                           
209 Ibid. 
210 Ibid. 






















































































































































































































































































